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This topic aims at bringing together people working in the different fields of par-
allel and distributed systems benchmarking, performance evaluation, and predic-
tion. It addresses methodologies, tools, modelling, of parallel and distributed ap-
plications. Especially welcome are contributions that bridge the gap between the
fields of analytical modelling, performance measurement, parallel benchmarking
and parallel program characterization. 20 papers were submitted in this topic, 8
were selected as regular papers and 6 as short papers.

Performance of Communication Support

Communications appears frequently as a bottleneck for performances. Increasing
performances of message passing communication libraries or adapting program-
ming models are two ways to avoid network congestions. The first paper in this
session analyses the performances of whormole switching with adaptive rout-
ing strategies in a torus network. Analytical solutions and simulation results
demonstrate the interest of such planar-adaptive routing. Performances of mes-
sage passing libraries are crucially related to data distributions. By experiment-
ing on Cray T3E and SGI Origin 2000, the second paper estimates the impact
of locality. In the third paper, comparison of libraries on a Fujitsu AP3000 are
based on global communication schemes analysis. Using of a software virtual
shared memory on a distributed memory architecture improves scalability and
portability of parallel programs. This is the aim of VOTE, a communication
support, whose performances are analysed in the fourth paper.

Performance of Implementation Strategies

Scheduling strategy is one of the major parameter to increase efficiency of paral-
lel programs. It depends on task decomposition of the program and interleaving
of executions. The first paper adresses the issue of performance prediction of par-
allel program written in a classical language. From source code to the simulation
of a synthetic program, the proposed tool offers a guideline to programmers. Af-
ter decomposing parallel codes as dataflow graphs, near min-cut methods can be
used to map the program onto architectures. This is the purpose of the second
paper. The third paper studies the impact of non uniform instruction duration
on scheduling. Using a probabilistic approach and experiments, sensitivity of
schedulers are established.
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Data Locality Management

Accessing data needs special mechanisms of cache memory management. Getting
a uniform access implies scalability of the architecture. A linear hashing tech-
nique, proposed in the first paper, is validated by simulation and experimentation
on a real application. In addition, memory hierarchy have a important impact
on application behavior. In a numerical parallel applications environment, the
second paper analyses and compares performance indexes of caches by modelling
and trace driven simulation. The third paper deals with caches in a web server
environment and provides a deeper understanding of the interaction between
harware caches and operating systems.

Tools for Performance Prediction

Benchmarking approaches offer standardization to performance measurement.
The first paper of this session explores the HPFBench suite. Designed for evalu-
ation of HPF compilers, it identifies the bottlenecks in communication primitives.
The second paper focuses on the performance at a middleware level and supplies
a portable benchmark toolkit. The importance of ORB developments needs a
deeper understanding of the performance and scalability tradeoffs. The third
paper deals with instrumentation and tracing of concurrent applications.These
traces are coupled with an efficient target architecture emulator. The fourth
paper adresses the problem of performances of Digital Signal Processing.
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